Rice Topics

Owl Routers Leave Tonti for Ponyland

Small but Determined Group The Ultimate of Rice Fight.

Over 100 members of the Owl Routers, the small but mighty group, have left Tonti for Ponyland. The group has been preparing for this move all year, with intense training and practice sessions. They are expected to make a strong showing at Ponyland, and their presence will be felt throughout the competition.

Show Manager

Seniors Will Wear Flannel Sport Coats

To Replace Former Sweatshirts, Will Be Sold Blue Trimmed in Gray.

At a meeting of the senator group last week, it was decided that the senior class will wear flannel sport coats this year. The new coats will be blue with gray trim and will be available in the bookstore.

Pep Parade

What is intended to be the biggest parade of all Rice history will be held the night before game against Texas.

The Rally Club will put on three parades, head to head and the possibilities of the big: a parade that will be held by Rice students is to go and see for itself.

The girls are invited to attend and will take part in the parade. The parade starts at 9 p.m. at the Rice Memorial Library and will end at the Rice Memorial Library.

BAND TO DALLAS AND AUSTIN SAYS STUDENT COUNCIL

Dates for Important Hops Set in Monday Meeting.

Thanks to the Band Council, Rice students will be able to participate in some important hops this year.

For School.

PLAY IS SELECTED BY DRAMATIC CLUB

Broadway Success Will Be Presented.

"Papa's Got a Carnival" was selected by the戏剧 club for its spring production. The play, a musical comedy, will be presented on April 15 and 16.

Spanish Banquet Given by B. S. U.

The hearts of all the W. C. A. fans were set on end last week when the Spanish Banquet was held in honor of the visiting Mexican band. The music, food, and atmosphere were all top-notch, and the event was a huge success.

Alumni Aid Rice by Lab Donations

Max Research Seeks Engine

Several Rice graduates have offered their services to the Max Research Corporation. These graduates have a wealth of experience in the field of engineering, and their expertise will surely be valuable to the corporation.

Hens' Glee Club Has New Members

Prexie A. A. S. board awarded new membership to the Hens' Glee Club. With the addition of new members, the club is expected to grow stronger and more successful.

Discussion Topics for Clubmen to Be Announced Soon

The Committee (thousands of dollars) has been busy preparing for the annual meeting. The committee members have been working hard to ensure that the meeting will be a success.

FOUNDEES KEEPERS—AFTER THREE WEEKS

If you have been missing something from your afternoon's meal, you may be happy, and if you can′t, you may be the one to blame. The Founders Keepers, who have been providing a variety of snacks and beverages, have decided to change their policy. They will now only provide items if the students have requested them. Otherwise, they will keep their hands off.
REFLECTION.

Bruce Barton, that exponent of popular thought, spoke a few interesting thoughts on the father's day to be observed by each citizen regarding the need of giving our sons. The suggestion is that we add another holiday to our schedule. Perhaps a few old fogeys have made mountains out of molehills for some regulation of the weekly struggles. But in actuality there is nothing alarming in the situation at all.

The problem of the week is the proper regulation of the weekly scrambles. It is an age when everyone is teaching, and unfortunately, many of them are in full swing. The same old high-school standbys and the same old red-tape for the same old college hound. The so-called "bidding." The dances will not be made by the same old high-school standbys and the same old red-tape for the same old college hound. The system, properly handled, would quickly exterminate this pestilence but under the present plan the same old "bids" crowd the college. High-school standards and the agame of "bidding" is quite a deal of unnecessary red-tape for the same old college hound. If the Saturday night dances are overcrowded and a house-cleaning is desired in regards to the same old college hound, and all for nothing.

The system, properly handled, would quickly exterminate this pestilence but under the present plan the same old "bids" crowd the college. High-school standards and the agame of "bidding" is quite a deal of unnecessary red-tape for the same old college hound. If the Saturday night dances are overcrowded and a house-cleaning is desired in regards to the same old college hound, and all for nothing.

OLD GOLD

The Smoother and Better Cigarette

.... not a cough in a carload

15¢

© 1927, P. Lorillard Co., Inc.

THE THUNDERER—HOUSTON, TEXAS

OLD GOLD

Every college man can get the style he wants here.

$35 to $50

Hurt Schallter & Marx made it
It has rounded hoppers
It drapes easily
It has a soft rakish front
Six button waistcoat
It comes in Smoke blue, Powdered grey and Copper-beech browns

Pearls

just received another shipment of pearls like the ones that were on sale a few days ago. this is a special purchase lot: the collection consists of 60-inch necklaces, bracelets in uniform as well as graduated beads. also long or short bracelets. come in all pearl necklace or pearl and crystal combinations.

Man's Necktie

50¢

Harris-Mahlco
FOUR

THE THRESHER—HOUSTON, TEXAS

SATURDAY NIGHT

By Pamela Jr.

Jay—no—no—no———-than-—-girls
dance—tightly—girls—dance—girl—dance

BIG SISTERS RUSH

SECOND NATIONAL BANK
Main at Rusk

Boys! Do You Know

What is the most highly individualized line of college clothes?

What most college men on the campus and elsewhere prefer?

What is America's favorite selling line of college clothes?

What line is the sensation of 1927?

What line is leaving a trail of glory in its wake?

THE ANSWER IS

Shatwells

Cigarette smoke, Second, perfecting pan, powder—at the city store nearly the same.

Second and Fifth streets.

THE BLUEBELL

See You After the Game

STORM STATE

STORM STATE

Chesterfield smokers don't change with the winds!

Chesterfield smokers don't change with the winds!

—or--watch how other smokers are changing to Chesterfield!

In by Nine—
Out by Six
At our Call Offices

EUREKA LAUNDRY & DYE WORKS

210 Travis

HEINRICH'S PHARMACY

"Only the Best"

PHONE MADLEY 4449—WHERE YOU TRANSFER